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Mission Overview (Jonah) 

The following report outlines the SolSat team’s proposal for the deployment of a CubeSat              
network in heliocentric orbit. This network would monitor solar particle activity at various             
sampling points around the Sun with the goal of analyzing the geometric nature of solar weather                
and its propagation through the solar system. Solar weather has a significant impact on the Earth,                
with energy and radiation from solar weather events harming astronauts, damaging electronics            
on spacecraft, and causing power blackouts due to power grid surges. SolSat will monitor these               
events, consisting of 36 satellites, in an effort to maximize the total solar surface area coverage                
of the system.  

 
Each individual CubeSat would be 3U, carrying a Miniaturized Electron pRoton           

Telescope (MERiT), the primary science instrument for this mission. It takes count of             
high-energy solar particles (both electrons and protons), which can be used to analyze the              
composition and intensity of any solar weather incidents. The spacecraft will be supported by              
various secondary instruments, such as a 3-axis reaction wheel for pointing, batteries and solar              
panels for power, an antenna for communication, thermal control systems, and a thruster system.  

 
In order to deliver the CubeSats to their desired orbits, a mothership housing all 36               

CubeSats will be launched from Earth into an elliptical orbit around L1. In order to achieve this,                 
an Arianespace Vega rocket will be employed at a cost of roughly $32 million for the launch.                 
This rocket has previously delivered NASA’s LISA Pathfinder mission to a similar orbit around              
the first Lagrange point as the one employed by SolSat’s mothership.  
 

This network of CubeSats will be deployed into its final orbits using a unique orbit               
around the first Lagrange point (L1) of the Earth-Sun system. As the mothership orbits this point,                
it will gradually release CubeSats individually in such a way that they will fall into their desired                 
orbit. Eventually, the mothership will have launched all 36 CubeSats into elliptical heliocentric             
orbits in a single plane. The goal is to take advantage of the velocity of the mothership inherent                  
in its orbit around L1 in order to eliminate the need for the CubeSat to generate any significant                  
propulsion.  
 

SolSat plans to collect data for 2.5 years from August 2024 - December 2027, during the                
predicted peak of the Sun’s 25th solar cycle. During this time, solar activity will be at its                 
maximum, with a predicted 90-130 sunspots (Kunches 2019); as such, the data collected will be               
most impactful to life on Earth. 
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The data would be transmitted back to Earth in discrete packages, rather than streamed              
continuously from each satellite. The sensor would produce the relevant data, passing it to the               
transceiver for storage. Once the CubeSat is within range of the mothership, it will transmit its                
data, at which point the mothership’s communications system will relay the data back to Earth               
using the Deep Space Network (DSN).  
 

Each Cubesat weighs approximately 2.36 kg (total mass of 91.3 kg) and consumes             
11.57W of power and will be able to operate between -20 °C and 60 °C. The cost of each of the                     
36 CubeSats is estimated to be $109,940, resulting in a total cost of $3.96 million USD when                 
implementing a 30% cost margin. Combining this number with the cost of launch and              
labor/operations, the total cost of this mission will be approximately $40 million USD, with a               
margin of $13 million USD on either side of it.  
 

SolSat is an exciting, unique mission that addresses an issue that has a significant effect               
on life on Earth. Although many missions have monitored solar weather, the SolSat’s use of               
CubeSats allows for unprecedented coverage of the solar system at a fraction of the price of a                 
traditional mission. This mission pushes the capabilities of CubeSat performance to an entirely             
new level, with the knowledge that the discoveries are waiting will shift the boundary of               
possibility with respect to deep space research using microsatellites.  

Science Objectives (Gavin) 

We tend to imagine space as an empty, cold, silent black vacuum when in reality it is                 
filled with energetic particles, electromagnetic signals, and fields that can make space either             
much more interesting or much more dangerous depending on your perspective. One such             
phenomena that directly impacts life on Earth is solar weather, a highly energetic stream of               
particles as well as solar magnetic field ejected from the corona of our Sun that propagates                
throughout the solar system. This stream of particles is composed mainly of electrons and              
protons and can reach speeds of 800 kilometers per second (NOAA). Solar wind presents a               
danger specifically to electronics and communication, but on the surface of the Earth we are               
shielded by the planet’s geomagnetic field. The incoming particles from the Sun interact with the               
field lines through the Lorentz force and are deflected away from the planet. While solar wind is                 
relentless, it is not nearly as worrying as solar flares that can cause coronal mass ejections                
(CMEs) which are large expulsions of charged plasma and flux-frozen magnetic field that can              
reach even higher velocities up to 3000 kilometers per second, a significant portion of the speed                
of light. A large enough event is capable of crippling our entire electronic communication              
network in an instant, leaving us disconnected and without the devices on which we so heavily                
rely. An event of this magnitude occurred in 1859, called the Carrington Event. At that time, the                 
largest impact was the telegram network which was partially destroyed, but in the present day               
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our dependence on highly sensitive electronic communication is magnitudes greater, as would be             
the effects of such an event.  

 
SolSAT is a constellation of 36 3U CubeSats that aims to observe the solar wind at                

various points around the Sun using a particle counter to detect the levels of proton and electron                 
activity at a given time and location around the solar plane. In particular, we wish to make                 
observations of the geometry of wind propagation near Earth’s orbital path. Of interest is the               
Parker Spiral, which is the “winding” of solar magnetic fields due to the rotation of the Sun                 
around its axis. The magnetically neutral heliospheric current sheet, shown in the figure,             
separates regions where the magnetic field points toward        
the Sun from regions where it points away (Owens). Since          
the solar wind and this magnetic field are tied together by           
magnetohydrodynamic effects, analysis of solar wind      
particles at points that form a ring can give insight into the            
exact propagation geometry and strength of the Parker        
spiral as it reaches the Earth. Our spatial displacement         
allows simultaneous measurement in both regions instead       
of relying on a single spacecraft that crosses through the          
current sheet over long periods of time, which results in          
more geometric information about the plane’s shape and relative simultaneous strength as well as              
a considerably shorter lifespan requirement.  
 

The primary measurement our CubeSats will be making is charged particle counts per             
unit time for both electrons and protons using the Miniaturized Electron pRoton Telescope. This              
particular measurement is enlightening to our primary scientific goal because it enables the             
tracking of relative solar wind activity at the time and space occupied by the satellite.               
Culminating the simultaneous count data of each satellite is when the data becomes relevant to               
our mission science objective, as relative comparison will allow both visualization as well as              
quantitative analysis of the geometry and strength of propagation. Secondary measurements will            
mainly be for maintenance such as a sun sensor for pointing as well as system diagnostics that                 
will accompany the primary data and are not directly relevant to the scientific mission.  
 

A full three-plane heliocentric 4-pi distribution was originally desirable to create a            
spherical surface map of particle activity, but was scaled back due to orbital and propulsion               
constraints. The minimum science requirement to analyze the geometry of solar activity at             
Earth’s orbital path does not necessitate analysis over the entire spherical surface. Instead, a              
small plane inclination would be desired if possible but is a potential scale-back to a single plane                 
instead because a string of satellites around Earth’s path would still satisfy the minimum science               
goal of our mission. In any case, the perspective supplied by our constellation is unique, as no                 
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other mission has attempted to make as many spatially distributed simultaneous observations.            
Therefore distributing our satellites, we gain the advantage of multiple perspectives monitoring            
activity at once.  

Payload Characteristics (Ebuka) 

The primary instrument for the CubeSat is the Miniaturized Electron pRoton Telescope (MERiT)             
which uses a combination of particle detectors and sensors electronics to obtain particle counts of               
high-energy solar particles. MERiT measure counts of electrons and protons over a broad range              
of energies as shown in Table 1 below. This allows us to complete the primary requirement of                 
our mission which is to obtain solar counts of the particles that are emitted from the Sun.                 
Furthermore, MERiT has a high temporal and energy resolution in order to assure that the counts                
of particles are correct. Table 1 below shows the main parameters of the instrument and the table                 
shows that the instrument is not too heavy or large and can comfortably fit into a 3U Cubesat.  

MERiT consists of four solid state detectors (SSD) stacked on top eight of Avalanche              
Photodiodes (APD). The APD’s measure the low energy electrons ( 1 MeV) while the SSD         ≽      
measure the higher energy electrons (200keV to 10MeV). Both the APD’s and SSD’s are used to                
measure protons. In addition, MERiT has two modes, high and low time resolution, that can be                
modified in flight. High time resolution or Microburst will be used to get better resolution on                
higher energy particles and low time resolution is used to obtain measurements of low-energy              
particles. The stack is enclosed in tungsten-aluminum shielding to prevent contamination from            
side penetrating particles and low-energy gamma radiation. The CHREC (Center for           
High-performance Reconfigurable Computing) Space Processor (CSP) controls the data and          
sensor processing and handling. The CSP also controls the detector thresholds, differential            
channel constants, and collection cadences and can be remotely adjusted. This allows the             
instrument to collect data even if one of the detectors becomes inoperable. This is possible               
because the particles that hit the SSD and APD are identified by a series of logic equations. In                  
the electron differential channels, the APD detector has 16 channels in the (~5 to 200keV)               
energy range and the SSD has 8 channels in the (~1 to 8 MeV) energy range. In the proton                   
differential channels, the SSD detector has 10 channels in the (~7 to 100MeV) energy range. The                
channels on the stack are numbered and by using a logic equation, each channel collects               
electrons and protons that fit in the energy range and ignore particles outside the range. This                
allows the data collected to not only be separated by electrons and protons, but also by the                 
energy of protons and electrons.  
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Table 1: Main Parameters of MERiT Instrument (Ebuka) 

 

 
Figure 2 shows the components and their layout within the CubeSystem (Alex) 
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Figure 3 shows the isometric and orthographic images of the CubeSat structure (Alex)  

 

 
Figure 4: Functional diagram of the CubeSat subsystems (Val and Jonah) 
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Spacecraft Characteristics 

Mass and Thermal (Ashley, Damini) 
Each 3U CubeSat will weigh 4.4 kg. The total 36 CubeSats will have a total mass of 158.57 kg.                   
The masses and thermal ranges per CubeSat component were found through the MERiT             
instrument pamphlet and the CubeSatShop, which is further detailed in Table 2 and the              
References Section. The mass of the mothership and the P-POD system is roughly 1070kg,              
detailed in Table 3. The overall operable temperature for all the instruments on board each               
CubeSat is between -20 and +60 °C. The CubeSats will face temperatures ranging from -170 to                
+123 °C throughout orbit. Due to the size and power limitations of the CubeSats, passive               
systems will be implemented in order to maintain these operable temperatures throughout the             
mission. 40 layers of MLI blankets, which limit the amount of radiative heat transfer, will be                
used to maintain an internal temperature of -20 and +60 ℃. 

Table 2: Mass and Thermal Budget Per 3U Cubesat and Totaled Range 

 

Table 3: Total Mass of Orbiting Structure 
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Power (Val, Ashley) 
The CubeSat will be powered using ISIS deployable solar panels (DSA) for a 3U structure.               
These solar panels are capable of providing 6.9 W of power to the CubeSat, which will be stored                  
in the BA0X High Energy Density Battery. At any given moment, the 3U structure will require                
24.25 W to support the primary and supporting instruments. However, from our battery and solar               
panels, a maximum of 28 W will be provided. The battery power will also be used in cases                  
where the CubeSat cannot see the sun. Additionally, the CubeSats will be charged by a battery                
source within the mothership prior to being launched into orbit. The power consumption and              
output per Cubesat component is further detailed in Table 4. 

Table 4: Power Consumption/Output Per Component and For Total 3U Cubesat

 

Pointing (Val) 
In order for MERiT to gather consistent and useful data, the CubeSat must be pointed in the                 
direction of the sun. This process will be automatically controlled using a MAI-KE Sun Sensor               
in conjunction with a MAI-400 Attitude and Determination Control System (ADACS). The            
output from the Sun Sensor is an analog voltage that ranges from 0 to 250mV depending on the                  
CubeSat’s orientation to the sun. The MAI-400 ADACS rotates the CubeSat to point towards the               
sun using three reaction wheels with a three-axis magnetometer, three torque rods, a two-camera              
Earth Horizon Sensor, and a ADACS computer. Additionally, an IFM Nano Thruster will be              
attached to the bottom of the 3U structure to counteract the momentum generated by the reaction                
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wheels. This thruster is controlled through electrode voltages which allows for precise control             
over the full thrust range. The dynamic thrust range is 10 μN to 0.5 mN with a specific impulse                   
of 2000 to 5000s and a propellent mass of 250g. MERiT’s field of view is 148 degrees, so in                   
order to gain useful data, the center of the device needs to be pointing at the sun within a range                    
of ± 45 degrees. Since solar wind is generally random and since the field of view of MERiT is                   
large, as long as the majority of the sensor is pointed in the direction of the sun, the data will be                     
sufficient.  
 
Communications (Alex) 
Data is collected from the MERiT sensor as a simple particle count metric, 3600 bits per reading.                 
While the sensor can sample twice per second, the science requirements do not stipulate such a                
high resolution particle count, and so the measurements will be taken every 600 seconds. This is                
approximately every 17,000 km along the orbital path, equivalent to 52,560 readings around the              
sun per CubeSat. Measurement and spacecraft health information are displayed in Table 5 below.              
Each data package is 4044 bits. 
 

Table 5: Data Package Breakdown and Allocated Bits 

Measurement Information Bits Spacecraft Information Bits 

Satellite Number 
Location 
Time of Measurement 
Particle Counts 
 

10 
74 
40 
3600 

Power Generation 
       & Consumption 
Battery Level 
Reaction Wheel Orientations 
Spacecraft Orientation 

32 
32 
64 
144 
48 

Total 3724 Total 320 

 
As described in the Data Flow section, we will utilize the Deep Space Network to transmit data                 
back to Earth once per month. Between connections, 17.5 megabits of data will be generated and                
stored on the CubeSat.  
 
Communication between the CubeSats and Earth will utilize the S-Band 2290MHz frequency.            
An EnduroSat S-Band Transmitter and EnduroSat S-Band Antenna will send the collected data             
back to Earth. The transmitter has internal storage of 32gb, more than enough to store the                
SolSat’s data each month. In Idle mode, the transmitter requires only 0.3W of power to collect                
and store data on the hard drive. In Transmit mode, it will send 20 megabits per second (Mbps)                  
of data at 27dBm - 33dBm output power. This requires 4W for the antenna and 7.2W for the                  
transmitter. The antenna has a half power beam width of 70 degrees and a gain of greater than                  
7dBi throughout the operating bandwidth. Both the EnduroSat S-Band Transmitter and           
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EnduroSat S-Band Antenna have been extensively tested in different environmental and           
mechanical situations relevant to SolSat’s orbit, and both fit compactly into the 3U bus. The               
transmission will have an SNR averaging 32dB.  
 
The Deep Space Network 34 meter stations will receive data at a calculated 9.4 Mbps minimum,                
requiring 1.8 seconds to transfer a month’s worth of data to the ground. With 36 total CubeSats                 
to acquire data from, factoring in time to point the receivers and extra transmission time, the                
SolSat mission will rent out the DSN for 36 hours per month (1 hour per CubeSat). If a data                   
transmission window is missed for some reason, the CubeSats have plenty of free storage space               
on board to keep a month’s data package until the next transmission. Note that while data could                 
be stored for longer on the internal transmitter storage and sent to Earth less often to reduce the                  
DSN budget, it is decided to transmit data more frequently in case of a CubeSat failure. All                 
SolSats will generate a total of 7.63gb per year for analysis and publication. 

Mission Design 

Launch and Mothership (Ebuka, Jonah) 
The CubeSat constellation will launch on Arianespace's Vega rocket from the Guiana Space             
Center located in French Guiana. The Vega rocket is a 4-stage rocket, where the first three stages                 
use a solid rocket propellant, while the fourth stage runs on liquid rocket propellant. The size of                 
the payload fairing is 2.6m in diameter and 7.880 m in length, which is large enough for the                  
CubeSats and the mothership’s support systems, such as propulsion and communications. Each            
CubeSat will be in a 3U Poly Picosat Orbital Deployer (P-POD), and these P-PODs will be                
attached to the mothership in such a way that multiple CubeSats can be deployed without               
interfering with each other. The mothership is attached to the fourth stage of the rocket, which is                 
referred to as the Attitude and Vernier Upper Module (AVUM). The mothership essentially             
consists of a loading dock, solar array panel, xenon powered ion-thruster, and a communications              
system. The mothership is 1.5m in diameter and is 1.4m tall and weighs about 1070kg. The solar                 
array is foldable in order to fit into the payload and will extend once released from the fourth                  
stage. Additionally,the P-POD’s are stationed on the loading dock and the ion-thrusters will have              
enough thrust in order to perform station-keeping burns to remain within an L1 orbit.  
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Figure 5  shows an example of the mothership containing a CubeSat constellation. The actual mothership is longer 

in order to hold all 36 CubeSats.  
 
Orbit (Gavin) 
The mission requires several orbital stages, consisting of the transfer orbits to reach the Lagrange               
point, the halo orbit around L1 that the mothership will follow, and the heliocentric orbits of each                 
CubeSat around the sun. A Vega launch vehicle will be utilized to leave the Earth. The method                 
of reaching L1 is modeled after LISA Pathfinder and ACE, both of which orbit the L1 point in                  
Halo orbits.  
 
Following ACE’s path to the L1 point will require using the Vega launch system’s first and                
second stages. The first stage will transport the payload through the upper atmosphere and the               
second stage will begin transport out of the upper atmosphere and toward the insertion point. A                
small correction maneuver will occur before reaching the more demanding insertion maneuver,            
which consists of burns to correct the angle as well as the velocity of the mothership as it falls                   
into its quasi-stable orbit around the Lagrange point.  
 
Orbiting the L1 point requires stationkeeping because L1 is an unstable gravitational            
equilibrium. Adjustments to remain in orbit do not require much fuel for a short term mission,                
about 5kg for one year after increasing ACE’s estimates because reconciliation of momentum             
from cubesat ejections will be necessary as well. The nearly-elliptical Lissajous orbit allows             
distribution of the cubesats into elliptical orbits around the sun. Although calculation of the exact               
Lissajous parameters is beyond the scope of this pre-phase-A study, it is known that the orbit has                 
a point along the path where the velocity component along the solar plane is minimized and at                 
this point we can eject the cubesat to maximize the eccentricity of its resulting orbit. A  
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Lagrange orbit’s center orbits the Sun at the same orbital speed as Earth even though the satellite                 
is closer to the Sun, so orbits that leave the Lagrange orbit will have a heliocentric orbit with a                   
smaller period than Earth’s which enables distributive space between the satellites by delaying             
releases.  
 
The cubesats orbit the Sun with an aphelion of about 0.9AU after being ejected by the                
mothership and performing a small burn with the cubesat thruster. This orbit allows observations              
of the solar wind that are relevant to the effect they might have on the Earth, while also granting                   
the ability to spread out the cubesats due to the greater angular speed. Combined with the                
eccentricity that will result from losing energy in a circular orbit, the mothership will move               
around the sun at a lower rate than the cubesat to allow for distribution around the ring. 10                  
degrees of separation is optimal to evenly surround the Sun, but in later phases this could be a                  
potential scaleback if we believe we would need to shorten the distribution time.  
 
Observing Program (Alex) 
As described in the Communications section, each data point will be relayed back to earth with a                 
timestamp and location for solar particle emission analysis. Time on the CubeSats is essential to               
coordinate data transmission and accurately label measurements. The central computer will have            
a clock that is synchronized with the time on Earth.  
 
While location could be accurately determined by trilateration of time of flight (ToF)             
measurements of transferred signals, this would greatly increase the number of transmissions            
required and would necessitate extremely accurate receivers on all CubeSats. Instead, the            
location of each spacecraft will be determined by its orbit path and calculated velocity, similar to                
Euler’s Method. While this is not the most accurate design, it saves mass and space on the                 
CubeSats by not needing extra communication equipment, and fits well within the science             
requirements: a location accuracy within several thousand kilometers.  
 
Data Flow (Alex) 
Each CubeSat will transmit data directly back to the Deep Space Network (DSN) on Earth. The                
DSN is a set of three NASA radio antennas that support interplanetary space travel. Placed               
approximately at 120 degree angles around the Earth, constant communication can be kept from              
sites in Goldstone (California, USA), Madrid (Spain), and Canberra (Australia). The Cost section             
outlines how much the DSN antennas will cost to rent for SolSat. 
 
As the DSN antennas need to be rented by the hour, data packages created by the CubeSats will                  
be stored on board the spacecraft and transmitted every month. While relatively small data              
packages must be transferred (requiring 2 seconds of connection per CubeSat), the DSN must              
receive signals from all 36 CubeSats separately. Therefore, to also accommodate for movement             
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of the antennas, the DSN will be rented for one hour per month per CubeSat - totalling 36 hours                   
per month. 

 
Figure 6 shows the NASA JPL Deep Space Network Data Flow for Spacecraft Customers (Source: DSN) 

 
Analysis and Dissemination Plan (Ryan) 

As described above, solar activity has the potential to significantly disrupt different technologies             
used for day-to-day life on Earth. The most susceptible are the artificial satellites in orbit, of                
which there are currently over 2000. Radio signals propagating to and from these satellites are               
directly impacted by environmental conditions along the propagation path. CMEs can introduce            
plasma to the ionosphere, attenuating the waves. These effects can be sufficient enough to lead to                
total communication loss, rendering everything from television broadcasts to GPS systems           
nonfunctional (NOAA). 

An even more debilitating consequence of solar activity arises from the formation of             
geomagnetic storms. These storms are characterized by a major disturbance of Earth’s            
magnetosphere, which can produce geomagnetic induced currents in power grids. As in the             
Carrington Event, large currents excite the electric current in power transformers, causing them             
to operate outside of their designed range. This leads to the saturation of the magnetic core                
material inside the transformers, preventing them from providing any back electromotive force            
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and allowing the voltage to spike. The subsequent abnormally large inductive load can cause              
extensive system wide blackouts over entire continents (NOAA). 

The study of solar flares and CMEs are imperative for establishing preparatory measures should              
one of these scenarios arise. The determination of the CubeSats’ locations as particles are              
counted allows for the spatial analysis of the propagation of solar winds throughout the solar               
system. The best use of this information is the creation of a three dimensional “heat map” of the                  
particles in space, an example of which is shown below. The relative size of each point on the                  
map represents the density of particles counted at that location, and the color of the points is                 
indicative of the average energy of the particles. This allows for not only the visualization of the                 
geometric nature of the solar winds, but also shows the distribution of the different particles as                
they travel through space.  

 

Figure 7. Example of Particle Heat Map 

In order to further examine the effects of solar activity, individual properties of the particles on a                 
trajectory towards Earth will be plotted with time. After an event occurs, this kind of               
comparative plotting will make it possible to determine patterns and/or correlations between the             
particles’ characteristics and the physical effects the solar weather has on the Earth. The density               
of the particles, the energy of the particles, and the component of the interplanetary magnetic               
field (IMF) perpendicular to the ecliptic will all be plotted. These graphs will provide a more                
thorough understanding of the solar wind conditions that result in adverse effects like the ones               
described above. In conjunction with more advanced sensing instruments capable of detecting            
events before they arrive at Earth, this, in turn, will allow for the prediction and anticipation of                 
future technological issues.  
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Figure 8. Example of Comparative Plots for Particle Properties. The top displays the IMF z-component, the middle 
displays particle density, and the bottom displays particle energy (per hour). (Source: NOAA) 

Heliospheric magnetic topology, and therefore the magnitude and direction of the IMF 
component acting in the z-axis, can be inferred from the particles counted and their locations 
(Owens). CMEs will result in geomagnetic storms when disturbances in Parker Spiral cause the 
z-component to be oriented in the negative direction (southward). This is due to the fact that 
Earth’s magnetosphere consists of a z-component oriented north; when antiparallel field lines of 
the IMF and magnetosphere meet, they can “merge,” which disrupts Earth’s magnetic field and 
allows particles to stream into the atmosphere along the magnetic field lines. The influx of the 
charged particles further disturbs the magnetosphere, producing the geomagnetic induced 
currents. Both the heat map and the comparative plots will be continuously updated as new data 
is received monthly. 

Management 

Cost (Ashley, Damini) 
The total cost of the SolSat Mission is about $100 +/- 30 million USD, broken down further in                  
Table 6. The cost margin was determined via the conventional 25%, and increased to 30% given                
the variable cost of the MERiT instrument. Cost for the 36 total CubeSats was ~$4 million: the                 
cost per component was found through the MERiT instrument pamphlet and the CubeSatShop,             
which is further detailed in Table 7 and the References Section. The bulk of our budget comes                 
from the cost of building the mothership ($40 million), and the cost for launch ($37 million),                
yielding a total cost of $77 million (Arianespace 2014). Communications via the DSN yielded a               
cost of about $2.5 million. This was calculated via the DSN Aperture Fee (NASA 2014) and is                 
detailed in Figure 9. The SolSat team plans to conduct thermal vacuum and vibrational tests on                
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its 36 CubeSats. Per CubeSat, a thermal vacuum test via the Space Micro Service is about                
$40,000 (Space Micro 2018), and an acoustic test is about $50,000 (Iac 2019); for 36 CubeSats,                
this amounts to ~$3 million. Labor and Operations costs were for our 8-person team, multiplied               
by the $75,000, the average salary for an aerospace engineer (Payscale 2019) over the course of                
the roughy 8-year mission. To account for operating costs (facilities, other personnel, unforeseen             
payments), this value was multiplied by 2.1 to total to $10.5 million.  
 

Table 6: Total Cost Breakdown of SolSat Mission 

 
 

Table 7: Cost Breakdown of CubeSats 
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Figure 9: Cost breakdown of communications via the DSN (Ashley, Alex) 

 
Schedule (Ashley) 
The nature of a CubeSat mission allows the SolSat timeline to be expedited relative to typical                
space missions, given the availability of satellite components (largely via the CubeSatShop) and             
thus the relative ease during pre-launch testing.  
 
This report concludes SolSat’s completion of its Concept Proposal Phase. From here until the              
end of 2020, SolSat will await mission selection and funding (Phase A), and will further develop                
its technological components as the selection committee sees fit. If selected in 2020, Solsat will               
begin building its satellites in 2021 (Phase B); again, the convenience of the CubeSatShop allows               
for completion of all 36 CubeSats within one full year. For the next 1.5 years, SolSat will                 
undergo final assembly and testing (Phases C/D), including review of instrument performance,            
thermal vacuum, and vibrational simulations of launch conditions.  
 
SolSat aims to launch in August 2023 via the Vega Rocket (Phase E), where it will take about 1                   
year to fully deploy all 36 CubeSats. SolSat will take data from August 2024 - December 2027 -                  
during the expected peak of Solar Cycle 25 - for a mission lifetime of about 2.5 years, which is                   
well within the lifetime of our 3U CubeSats. A brief overview of mission deadlines is detailed in                 
Figure (5). 
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Figure 10: SolSat mission timeline  

 
Management Structure (Damini) 

 
Figure 11: Management Structure of the SolSat Team 
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Acronym List 

Acronym Name 

MERiT Miniaturized Electron pRoton Telescope 

CHREC Center for High-performance Reconfigurable Computing  

CSP CHPRC Space Processor 

DSN Deep Space Network 

CME Coronal Mass Ejections 

SNR Signal Noise Ratio 

AVUM Attitude and Vernier Upper Module 

TOF Time of Flight 

SSD Solid State Detector 

APD Avalanche Photodiodes 

ADACS Attitude and Determination Control Systems 

NOAA 
 
ACE 
 
LISA 

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
 
Advanced Composition Explorer 
 
Laser Interferometer Space Antenna 

ISIS 
 
IMF 

Innovative Solutions in Space 
 
Interplanetary Magnetic Field 
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